That Teasin' Rag.

Words and Music
by JOE JORDAN.

That teasin' rag it is a daisy And it's got every body crazy;
I bet that you never will feel lazy when you hear that teasin' rag. It's full of life from start to finish With a minor and diminish I bet that
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I can see your finish when you hear that teasin' rag. Oh, how sweet that music sounds! It's so entrancing.

Every one all hands around, So fascinating.

That teasin' rag; That teasin' rag, they say is fearful. But it makes you feel so cheerful. You'll lose your home if you're not careful when you hear that teasin' rag.
I feel like dancing all of the time
'Cause when you hear that band, Playin' that music grand,
You'll find yourself a-fal-lin' right in line; Oh,
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Oh, oh, that pleasin' rag,
Oh, oh, that rag it makes you feel like dancing all of the time
'Cause when you hear that band, Playin' that music grand,
You'll find yourself a-fal-lin' right in line; Oh,
Two-step pin' up and down, Slow draggin' all around,

Do-in' that Pass-ma-la and the ev-er-lovin' Bom-ba-shik,

You'll dance all night and day, And all you'll ev-er say is
You'll dance all night and day, And all you'll ev-er say is

Oh, oh, that teas-in', pleas-in' rag.

Oh, oh, that teas-in', pleas-in' rag.